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The Interventions

“DO NO HARM”
OF THE EPIDEMICS ,  

HIPPOCRATES

Interventions
Pre-Incident Training

Management Consultation

Corporate Briefings

1:1

Groups

Onsite Outreach

Handouts

Referral/Follow-up

Virtual CIR

Pre-Incident Training
Dedicated EAP CIR Management Training:
MSRA Talking Points:

Utilize an evidence-based approach (MSRA) by focusing on restoring safety 
in line with organizational response plans, as its first priority.

◦ First 24 hours, physical/psychological safety utilizing principles of Psychological 
First Aid.

◦ 24-72 hours, fostering resilience.

EAP’s crisis intervention process draws upon sources of resilience within 
and outside the organization including, but not limited to:

◦ Leadership

◦ Collegial relationships

◦ Personal and work attributes (strengths)

◦ Significant others

◦ Community

◦ Organizational systems
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Pre-Incident Training
Dedicated EAP CIR Management Training:
EAP CIR Operations
◦ What happens when you call.

◦ Questions designed to build upon successful early interventions 
already underway by the organization.

◦ Questions designed to target key vulnerabilities. 

◦ Questions designed to successfully transition to the on-site 
professional.

◦ Tentative Crisis Intervention plan
◦ Parameters of a Virtual Response

◦ Scheduling of on-site professionals.

◦ Scheduling of Leadership Meeting

◦ Follow-up Plan

EAP CIR Strategy

Engage in a process that helps stabilize and restore 
safety through the connections of organizational 

and individual attributes of resilience.

Confidentiality/Privacy

As a licensed professional, all laws and ethical responsibilities 
regarding matters of confidentiality apply.

It is a priority that matters of confidentiality are pursued when 
arranging onsite response services.  This includes:
◦ Educating the organization on confidentiality, the value to 

the intervention in creating safe, protected space.
◦ Examining viable locations that allow protected access to 

onsite services thereby maintaining privacy.
◦ Transparency when utilizing technology and processes and 

their compliance with HIPPA regulations
◦ Setting expectations for the type of information to be 

communicated with leadership
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Before we do anything we must assess where our 
guidance is needed.

“Any early intervention approach should be based on accurate 

and current assessment of need prior to intervention.”

(International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies, 2009)

Management Consultation- Setting the Stage

• No formal intervention should be mandated for all exposed to 

trauma.

• Use of trauma support should be voluntary unless when the event-

related impairment is a threat to an individuals own safety or the 

safety of others.

Management Consultation Goals

Establish/Maintain Partnership

Assess impact
◦ Employee/member
◦ Workplace 

Assess ability to reestablish safety

Identify sources of resilience

Determine a safe process to deliver 
services

Set the stage

Management Consultation-Partnership

Organizational Assessment

◦ Caller = leader = organization

◦ Goal- Empower: Be the best leader they can be.

◦ Compliment initial actions

◦ Avoid adversarial responses

◦ Impact to workflow

◦ Physical damage

◦ Product/service integrity

◦ Access to employees

◦ Return to work
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Management Consultation

Employee Impact Assessment

•Medical attention

•Proximity

•Homogeneity

•Identification of Vulnerable
• Access

• Progression
• Time of impact

• Time of report

• Time of arrival

Management 
Consultation

Organizational Impact Assessment

• Existing Threat

• Damage

• Workflow Disruption

• Crime Scene

• Reputation/Product Integrity

• Supply chain disruption

• Resilience/Back up

• Return to work

• Alternative Response 
Locations

Management Consultation- Organizational 
Resilience

Organizational Resilience Assessment

•Perception of safety restored
• Visible Leadership

• Communications

• Visible security/actions presence

•Permissions

•Operational support

•Employee reactions to                                                    
leadership (connection strength)
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Management Consultation- Employee 
Resilience

•What steps have employees taken to feel safe?

•Access to concrete resources

•Colleague support/bonding (group potential)

•Contact with or access to significant others

•Accessing additional internal/external support systems

•Working

•Altruism

The Essential Worker
Employees required to work within a highly stressed, threatening 
environment.

Mission Oriented. Highly Trained. Voluntary 
◦ Military

◦ First Responders

◦ Medical Professionals

Sense of Duty. Employment. Rise to the Occasion. Limited Options
◦ Food Production

◦ Infrastructure

Setting the Stage- Summarizing Statement

•Paraphrase facts/impact

•Organization’s contingency 
plans that have already been 
activated

•Steps to return to safety

•Employee’s resilient actions

•Compliment positive/resilient 
actions

•Setting the stage for next steps

◦ Virtual services

◦ Onsite meeting

◦ Corporate Briefing

◦ 1:1

•Insert hope and optimism
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Facts

Impact

Contingency plan

Steps to restore safety

Evidence of resilient actions

Set the stage
◦ Compliment/complement

◦ Initial plan

Robber handed note, no gun, implied threat. 
Received cash drawer, exited, silent alarm 
sounded, police- not apprehended; Employees 
questioned.

Teller impacted – shaking, crying, does not want 
to return to station. Two others-second robbery-
initially shaken.

Employees followed all protocols. Safety 
achieved.

Mgr- first time robbed. Actions- called bank 
leadership, HR, followed incident protocols. 
Temporary security guard approved.

Mgr. available to employees. Calls home 
permitted. Met with group. Positive, actively 
engaged. Worried. Pressure to reopen.

Employees hugging each other; mood- one of 
relief, except main teller. 

2 others been involved with prior robberies-
offering their reassurances, role modeling.

Interventions- Reopen vs. closed.

Bank Robbery- “Intake form”

Setting the Stage 

OK let me make sure I have all the information. First of all, 
let me say your actions as the manager of the bank have 
been exceptional and truly what employees need to see 
from their leader. You acted swiftly by contacting your 
leadership, were front and center during the investigation, 
and were mindful of how employees were impacted. You 
encouraged employees to call their loved ones if they felt it 
would be helpful. All of these actions have helped 
employees to feel safe again which the robbery has taken 
from them. So for someone who has not gone through this 
before, you have great leadership instincts in fostering 
resiliency. We want this to continue.

Setting the Stage 
In addition, we believe it’s important that you remain visible 
and accessible.  One of the messages that is important for 
employees to hear, especially the teller of concern, is that 
the priority during a bank robbery is safety and that goal has 
been achieved.  When the counselor arrives, its important 
that he meets with you first to review what we have spoken 
about and anything else that may come up prior to his 
arrival. It’s a good idea, if possible, that a short briefing to 
the employees from you and the EAP start off the 
interventions. It announces the resources available and the 
quick actions management have taken to help their 
employees…
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Setting the Stage 

How the EAP can help is to continue on this path. As a bank we 
understand you need to be open and our onsite presence can 
help in transitioning back to a productive status. You mentioned 
you are concerned for the teller who received the note. That’s 
understandable. We will make sure the counselor is available to 
meet with him/her for a 1:1 if the teller is willing. Is there a 
private area to do this?

Leadership Messaging

Educate on the importance of leadership developing and delivering a culturally 
centric, effective message.

◦ Facts

◦ Safety

◦ Involvement of emergency or law enforcement

◦ Operational issues and restoring order, routine

◦ EAP Services (why here and how to contact) and that participation is 
voluntary

◦ Contact Information: leadership, HR, Benefits, EAP, relevant community 
resources

◦ Positive message of hope, support, safety, and expectation of recovery

◦ “We will get through this together.”

◦ Update regularly

Transition to Onsite 
The Stage

•Tentative plan to be confirmed/reassessed upon 
arrival.

•Safety, access, dress code, special equipment. 

•Involvement of law enforcement or other investigatory 
entity.

•Involvement of any other onsite providers.

•Resources: EAP benefit, handouts

•Follow-up with EAP (report on services and 
recommendations) 

•Plan for contacting employer. 
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Engaging Crisis Vendor (EAP sub-system)

Vendors complement EAP services
◦ Determine overall role of vendor.

◦ Services are an extension of EAP vs. separate entity.

◦ Network training consistent with your EAP approach.

◦ Processes to enhance your operations.

◦ Communication

◦ Data collection

◦ Cost

◦ Process improvement

Onsite Leadership Meeting 
Engaging Leadership (organizational client)

◦ Organizational and clinical discussion

◦ New Developments
◦ Most impacted –how are they doing since first contact with EAP

◦ How incident disrupts work cycle
◦ Plan

◦ Reassess

◦ Pre-emptive discussions
◦ Confidentiality

◦ Boundaries
◦ Perception of Safety

◦ Follow- up

◦ Anything else I need to know?

Remember you are also being assessed.

Fear and the 
Perception of Threat

•Normal reactions

•Stress response remains 
engaged after the 
environment is deemed 
“safe”

• World view impact- the 
loss of order

“I knew that the building was safe and 
the robber was caught, but I just 

couldn’t go in the building. I vomited in 
the parking lot.”
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The Perception of Threat

Leadership Meeting Discussion

Normal reaction after workplace violence

◦ Workplace avoidance

◦ Physical discomfort

◦ Hypervigilance

◦ Expectation for leadership response

Will become part of the discussion during 
interventions (manage urge to advocate) 

Failure to address will create divisions

Forecast concern in leadership meeting

◦ Proactive stance by leadership

◦ Visual cues to increase safety

◦ Policy/operations amendments

◦ Ongoing communication of action

◦ Importance of receiving their concerns

Positioning Leadership

•Increase visibility

•Role Model 

•Visit “huddles”

•Roll up sleeves

•Seek volunteers for side 
projects

•Feed employees

•EAP introductions

•Listen

•Educate on talking points:
◦ Appropriate/added 

resources
◦ Benefits/emergency 

funds
◦ Optimism

•Regular updates/briefings

•After hours contact

“Is there anything I should be doing?”

Company Briefings

A large informational group used to address a diverse 
population.  Visually positions management out front.
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Company Briefing
Organizational Response- First collective announcement

Accommodates large groups and interdepartmental relations

Scripted vs. spontaneous
◦ Informational

◦ Services announcement

EAP
◦ Condolences if appropriate

◦ Introductory of services

◦ Tips/Brief presentations

◦ Access/interventions

◦ Position leadership

1:1 and Groups
Goals- Stabilization and Reconnecting to resilient attributes

Key Strategy- Listening for attributes

Optimism Able to reappraise situations and their impact on them that 

initially appear to be negative

Mission in life Self-assigned purpose that creates a sense of meaning

Faith/Spirituality Often religious in nature, the belief in something of higher 

purpose

Humor Finding a way to laugh

Morale compass An inner guide that distinguishes right from wrong

Role Model Exhibits behavior emulated by others

Sociability Comfort in engaging and connecting to other people

Altruism Interest in helping others

Self-efficacy Belief in one’s own ability to exercise control in a meaningful 

and positive way

Training External guidance that formulates roles and boundaries

1:1 and Groups

Hardiness A personality structure combining a sense of 

commitment, control and challenge in the  face of 

stress

Perseverance Maintain a course of action despite its challenging 

conditions

Mindfulness/Self-Awareness Living in the present. Knowing what we need, what we 

don’t need, and when it’s time to reach out for some 

extra help

Problem solving Solution finding 

Decisiveness Determines a course of action and commits to it

Pursue meaning/growth Searches alternative explanations, meaning and 

understanding to enhance adaptability and outcome
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1:1 Access

•Used as primary intervention (with PFA) for those most impacted

• Immediate upon arrival

• Safe – private

• Screen/create access to group

• Least disruptive to workflow

• Crisis Intervention focused

•Used in conjunction with group to offer additional support

•Serves as an onsite presence to ease access

•Bridge to referral resources

•Voluntary vs. involuntary

1:1s
EAP Crisis Intervention Approach

Privacy

Assess/Support/Connect/Referrals
◦ Safety
◦ Resources for resilience 

◦ Personal
◦ Workplace

◦ Normalization
◦ Identify attributes
◦ Complications

◦ Vulnerabilities
◦ Proximity
◦ Risk

◦ Resources/Referrals

1:2s

•Adds safety

•Fosters collegial connections

•Extends reach

•Assess their dynamic
◦ Each seeking support as individuals
◦ One offering support for another with greater impact
◦ Caretaking

•Pressure

•Offer 1:1
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Groups

Value

•Consistent process with resilient cultures.

•Fosters connections amongst colleagues.

•Strengthens the normalization message.

•Validates the importance of strengths

•Adds potential resources.

•Greater reach. 

•Convenience.

Key Challenges of Groups

• Determining the right group.
• Voluntary-must be addressed in leadership meeting. Seek 

compromise.
• Managing the stimulation within a group and its impact 

on group members
• Various stages of resilience
• Secondary Trauma
• Re-traumatization

• Group “dysfunction”

Collegial grief. Workplace is notified of an uneventful employee 
death. Best among regular colleagues/staff. Up to 15. Voluntary 
60 min. 

Collegial grief. Workplace is notified of an uneventful employee 
death. Best among regular colleagues/staff. Up to 15. Voluntary 
60 min. 

Large informational group providing organizational announcements and 
recurring updates. EAP introduction of services and leadership support. 
Any size. Does not have to be voluntary, but recommended. 20 minutes, 
more if including formal presentation.

Large informational group providing organizational announcements and 
recurring updates. EAP introduction of services and leadership support. 
Any size. Does not have to be voluntary, but recommended. 20 minutes, 
more if including formal presentation.

Highly impacted group and a short time to process. Emphasis on 
safety, disengagement and connection to sources of security. Up 
to 10. Voluntary. 30 Minutes

Highly impacted group and a short time to process. Emphasis on 
safety, disengagement and connection to sources of security. Up 
to 10. Voluntary. 30 Minutes

Essential workers still involved in ongoing mission. Emphasis on 
reconnecting to attribute/mission, reframing, group bonding 
and mindfulness. Up to 10. Voluntary. 30 minutes.

Essential workers still involved in ongoing mission. Emphasis on 
reconnecting to attribute/mission, reframing, group bonding 
and mindfulness. Up to 10. Voluntary. 30 minutes.

Supporting the process of resilience through, verbalization, 
reconnection to sig. others, attributes and active coping. Up to 
15. Voluntary. 60 Min.

Supporting the process of resilience through, verbalization, 
reconnection to sig. others, attributes and active coping. Up to 
15. Voluntary. 60 Min.

Resilience/
Grief

Briefing

PFA

RALLI

Resilience

Groups
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PFA Groups: 
High Impact/Short Recovery Time
Goal- to provide a forum that offers a supportive and compassionate 
presence designed to reduce acute psychological distress.

Pre-group activities:
◦ Assess suitability- basic personal/safety needs have been met

◦ Medical

◦ Concrete needs

◦ Reduce situational stressors- restoring a sense of safety is the priority

◦ Assess homogeneity
◦ Is this a natural existing group?

◦ Similar traumatic exposure?

◦ Similar reactions from exposure?

◦ Encourage agreeing to follow-up 

Everly, G., Phillips, S., Kane, D., Feldman, D., (2006) Introduction to and Overview of Group Psychological First 
Aid. Brief Treatment and Crisis Intervention, 6:2 May 2006.

“Just after trauma, telling and re-telling the story is now recognized to be 
counterproductive and even harmful.”   - Odelya Gertel Kraybill, PhD.

PFA Groups-
Benefits

Providing some structure

Catharsis

Building connections; 
Cohesion

Validating powerful 
experience

Fostering symptom 
management through 
normalization and 
universality

Provide a needs assessment

PFA Group Process
Introduction

◦ “…purpose of this group is just to briefly get together as a “team” and begin to gather ourselves…”

◦ “… just being together is important, speaking is optional…”

◦ “…if you feel like you can’t sit and need to move around, feel free to get up and stretch…”

Present Overview of Facts that brings them together.
◦ “In talking with your manager, I understand your team had similar exposure to…”

Venting opportunity
◦ “First off, does anybody got something on their mind they would like to vent about?”

Reconnecting to Natural Support Systems
◦ Identify Sources of Safety or educate

◦ Can I ask what were some of the first things each of you did over the last few hours to help you feel safe, to try to feel 
less distressed?

◦ What is available for you to do when/while at work to get some support? The next 4 hours?

◦ Educate on Breathing

Educate on the importance of sharing their experience
◦ At a time of your choosing

◦ With a person of your choosing

Education on Handouts/Tip sheets

Set Stage for Follow-up
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Essential Workers-
RALLI Group
A group process designed for essential workers who are 
actively involved in a recovery effort.

◦ High degree of stress and active/perception of threat

◦ Homogeneous

◦ Required skillset

Goal-Optimize Stress Response over the duration of the 
required services.

◦ Provide a confidential, cathartic forum

◦ Reframe distressful interpretations

◦ Promote bonding- Normalize/universalize

◦ Restore a sense of control

◦ Reengage with sources of resilience- Mission; sense of purpose; 
training; optimism, spirituality

◦ Encourage/Educate on stress naps through mindfulness breathing

◦ Well being- hydrate, nutrition, sleep

R ecognize and Respond
A wareness of Risk
L isten Nonjudgmentally
L earn Sources of Resilience
I nitiate Reconnection 

RALLI Group
Minimize interruptions

Introduction:
◦ Condolences

◦ Who you are

◦ Confidentiality

◦ Frame purpose of the group

◦ Support mission

◦ Provide a forum to vent and clear your head

◦ Offer assistance with coping skills related to the normal reactions you are experiencing

◦ Restore, if needed your collective vision as a team

“This is your group. So before I start, is there anything anyone wants to say or get off their chest?”

“Let’s start with the challenges you are facing in fulfilling your mission/sense of duty. How have you 
been able to maintain a positive approach to your mission/objective?” “What is making it harder to 
maintain this?”

Recharging/Personal strengths

EAP Access

Watch for high note

Resiliency Groups

A voluntary group designed to promote, identify and increase 
access to the sources of resilience in and outside workplaces.

Introduction 
◦ Who you are 

◦ Purpose of group 

◦ Role of confidentiality- safety 

◦ Introduction to resilience

◦ Content- freedom to move
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Sympathetic Nervous System
HPA Axis

Identify initial acts of resilience

“I find it amazing and a strong indication of how each of you, in your 
own way, are resilient individuals. By resiliency I mean the ability 
to bounce back. It was just 48 hours ago when (name incident) 
happened and here you are here today at work.  What I’m 
interested in and what I’d like you to share with the group is what 
did each of you do over these past 2 days to be begin to feel safe 
again and be able to return to work?”

“We all have these personal strengths we have developed over the 
years that helps us to face adversity, but that doesn’t mean its easy. 
Each of you have experienced this abnormal event in your own way 
and as a result some of you may have some post incident stress 
reactions which would be perfectly normal. For instance some of the 
more common ones might be:

Disrupted sleep; Extreme fatigue; Headaches; Irritability

Can anyone relate to what I’m talking about? I see some nods…

NORMALIZING

Option of Retelling

Can I stop you for a moment? Can I ask you to take a couple of 
deep breaths? I can see that by just retelling your experience, your 
stress responses are reactivated, almost as if it’s happening all 
over again. Let’s do this. Here are some options, you can take a 
few deep breaths and continue on, or if you want to take a break, 
maybe get up and move around that can be helpful too. While 
your thinking about that, why don’t we all take a few deep 
breaths…

Can I stop you for a moment? Can I ask you to take a couple of 
deep breaths? I can see that by just retelling your experience, your 
stress responses are reactivated, almost as if it’s happening all 
over again. Let’s do this. Here are some options, you can take a 
few deep breaths and continue on, or if you want to take a break, 
maybe get up and move around that can be helpful too. While 
your thinking about that, why don’t we all take a few deep 
breaths…

“At some point, talking about your experience can be helpful. It begins 
to help us face the incident which is important in our bouncing back.  
Doing this with a trusted significant other in your life, at a time of your 
choosing, whether it be a spouse, BF/GF, clergy, or even a coworker 
helps us to begin to take control of our lives.  If this group is feeling 
supportive to you and you want to share your experience here, that is 
an option too. Would anyone like share their experience?  If not that’s 
fine, but I hope each of you have someone that comes to mind who 
might be a good candidate to listen.  The EAP…”

DEACTIVATE STRESS RESPONSE
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Work Reintegration

Whether you’ve already returned to some of your work duties or 
will be soon, some triggers may bring up memories  and you may 
find yourself having a reaction to it.  This is perfectly normal and 
will get easier as we move forward, but does anyone have any 
concerns about returning to your work duties or in thinking about 
it where you might have some concerns?

Whether you’ve already returned to some of your work duties or 
will be soon, some triggers may bring up memories  and you may 
find yourself having a reaction to it.  This is perfectly normal and 
will get easier as we move forward, but does anyone have any 
concerns about returning to your work duties or in thinking about 
it where you might have some concerns?

One last thing I want to mention as we close the group out.  In 
addition to the kind of resilient actions we spoke of that each of 
you personally have been engaged in, you also as a workgroup, 
have each other.  This too can be very powerful. You have been 
through a common event with, for some, similar reactions.  This is 
an opportunity to receive additional support within the workplace. 
Use each other. If you are having a challenging moment, seeking 
someone out just to listen, validate and acknowledge that the 
difficulty is only temporary, helps us to gain mastery over it.

One last thing I want to mention as we close the group out.  In 
addition to the kind of resilient actions we spoke of that each of 
you personally have been engaged in, you also as a workgroup, 
have each other.  This too can be very powerful. You have been 
through a common event with, for some, similar reactions.  This is 
an opportunity to receive additional support within the workplace. 
Use each other. If you are having a challenging moment, seeking 
someone out just to listen, validate and acknowledge that the 
difficulty is only temporary, helps us to gain mastery over it.

SUMMARY

Collegial grief. Workplace is notified of an uneventful employee 
death. Best among regular colleagues/staff. Up to 15. Voluntary 
60 min. 

Collegial grief. Workplace is notified of an uneventful employee 
death. Best among regular colleagues/staff. Up to 15. Voluntary 
60 min. 

Large informational group providing organizational announcements and 
recurring updates. EAP introduction of services and leadership support. 
Any size. Does not have to be voluntary but recommended. 20 minutes, 
more if including formal presentation.

Large informational group providing organizational announcements and 
recurring updates. EAP introduction of services and leadership support. 
Any size. Does not have to be voluntary but recommended. 20 minutes, 
more if including formal presentation.

Highly impacted group and a short time to process. Emphasis on 
safety, disengagement and connection to sources of security. Up 
to 10. Voluntary. 30 Minutes

Highly impacted group and a short time to process. Emphasis on 
safety, disengagement and connection to sources of security. Up 
to 10. Voluntary. 30 Minutes

Essential workers still involved in ongoing mission. Emphasis on 
reconnecting to attribute/mission, reframing, group bonding 
and mindfulness. UP to 10. Voluntary. 30-45 minutes.

Essential workers still involved in ongoing mission. Emphasis on 
reconnecting to attribute/mission, reframing, group bonding 
and mindfulness. UP to 10. Voluntary. 30-45 minutes.

Supporting the process of resilience through, verbalization, 
reconnection to sig. others, attributes and active coping. Up to 
15. Voluntary. 60 Min.

Supporting the process of resilience through, verbalization, 
reconnection to sig. others, attributes and active coping. Up to 
15. Voluntary. 60 Min.

Resilience/
Grief

Briefing

PFA

RALLI

Resilience

Group Summary

Onsite Outreach

•Similar to PFA, but population is more settled and 
dispersed. 

•Announced intervention

•High visibility, less intrusive

•2-3 minute interactions
◦ Mental health check
◦ Education of resources
◦ Communicating organizational responsiveness to 

employee needs

•Supports return to routine work activities

•Access to 1:1

•Stay out of the way
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Referrals

•Pre- Identify resources to refer impacted to.

•Gauge appropriateness of self referral (ethics alert!).

•Bridge to referral.

Handouts

•EAP branded

•Continuity of onsite work

•Incident specific

•Contact information

•Transitional

Onsite Closure
•Complete work within the allotted onsite time.

•Transition out of CI role.

•Closure meeting w/leadership.

•Follow-up expectations

•Onsite extension
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Preliminary Lessons Learned 
from COVID- 19
Anecdotal reports indicate that telephonic and video interventions can offer 
positive outcomes in stress reduction, resilience building, education and 
over all general support.

Increased in front end collaboration is required to improve operational and 
targeted crisis intervention services.

Briefings and Trainings are most utilized form of virtual EAP CIR

Lack of group structure and inability to “see the room” creates the most 
anxiety for responders

Confidentiality issues beyond using HIPPA compliant platforms

Essential personnel have been the most difficult to reach

Telephonic services are more preferred over video

Platforms
Protecting Privacy:

During the COVID-19 national emergency, which also constitutes a 
nationwide public health emergency, covered health care providers subject 
to the HIPAA Rules may seek to communicate with patients, and provide 
telehealth services, through remote communications technologies. Some 
of these technologies, and the manner in which they are used by HIPAA 
covered health care providers, may not fully comply with the requirements 
of the HIPAA Rules.

OCR will exercise its enforcement discretion and will not impose penalties 
for noncompliance with the regulatory requirements under the HIPAA Rules 
against covered health care providers in connection with the good faith 
provision of telehealth during the COVID-19 nationwide public health 
emergency. This notification is effective immediately.

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/special-topics/emergency-
preparedness/notification-enforcement-discretion-telehealth/index.html

General Virtual Guidelines
Pre-screen attendees- know the most vulnerable

Set time

Sign-in procedures

Generate an attendee list with contact # (who attends remains confidential)

Manageable size

Homogeneity as appropriate

Request staying signed-in for the duration of group

Explain use of private chat

No:
◦ Recording (trainings optional, prearranged)
◦ Multi-tasking (including eating, unless pre-arranged, beverage ok)
◦ Others in room with you
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Front End Staging

• Communication
• EAP Introduction
• Target group
• No Mgmt.
• 5 minutes early
• Visual/vs tel.
• Stay duration
• Monotask
• Privacy
• Voluntary

• Essential Workers
• Communication
• Safe Space

• Sanitized 
location

• Extra PPE
• Prearranged 

distancing
• Hydrate

• Communications
• Homogeneity
• Assess any tension

In support and coordination with Company X leadership, We have invited 
the EAP to lead a Resilience Group to support the “A-team” through this 
difficult time. Margaret Smith, LCSW from the EAP, will be hosting the 
meeting. Margaret is an expert in responding to critical incidents and 
through our discussions, has assured me that the reactions our team is 
going through are normal and that a resiliency group can further assist 
employees in feeling safe and confident in their return to their routines. 
Margaret has also requested that this group be employees only and asked 
that leadership not attend. I agree and look forward to offer any assistance 
I can, as we move forward from this difficult time.
There are a couple of items Margaret asked that I address prior to 
everyone logging in so that we can maximize the benefits of the virtual 
group.
1. The group will start at 1:00 pm and run to 2:00 pm. Please log in 5-

minutes early to make sure there are no connection issues. Please 
have your cameras on for this meeting. 

2. Plan on staying for the full duration of the group. All business-related 
matters can be rescheduled.

3. To maintain confidentiality and privacy, please log in by yourself only. 
There should be no other people in the room.

4. Margaret has asked for the names of the A-team which I have 
provided her.  This will assure her that this group remains private and 
no unauthorized personnel willingly, or mistakenly, enters the group.

Most importantly, Margaret has asked that while the entire A Team has 
been invited, attendance and participation is voluntary.
I hope…

Leading a Virtual Group
Own your Technical Proficiency

Extra attention to introduction
◦ Using Chat for private communications or 1:1 interests

Know your Audience
◦ Have their names and contact info

Engagement/Connectivity
◦ Be present

◦ Use of name

◦ Keep them “in the room”

◦ Have ready questions

◦ Reflective listening

◦ Creating Cohesion- Universality

Wellness checks
◦ Mid-group
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Telephonic
Pros

Higher comfort level.

◦ Phone

◦ EAP integrated Service

◦ Crisis Oriented- Hotlines

◦ Routine Business Practice

Reliable call-in apparatus

Cons

Visible Cues

◦ Clinical

◦ Continuity/Flow

◦ Attentiveness

Hang ups/Late entries

Speaker phone (who’s in the 
room?)
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Telephonic PFA

ASSESSMENT

Rule out injury; medical attention

Assess functional impairment
◦ Able to understand questions

◦ Ability to focus on phone call

◦ Distracted by traumatic material

Fragile and vulnerable

Goal = Safety
◦ Safe location

◦ Connections

◦ Access to systems

◦ Risk

SKILLSET

Attentiveness

Reflective listening

Empathy

Deep breathing

Connect/refer

Follow-Up Services
24 Hours 1 Week 1 Month

Employee Acute needs of specific 
Employees

Stabilization
LOA

Unable to integrate
Support withdraw

Organization Returning to Routine
New concerns

Returning to Routine
EAP referrals

Pulling together or Stuck

EAP 
Response

Normalization
Assess onsite needs
Outreach

Progress 
communications 
resource reminders;
Suggested Mgmt. 
Referrals
Debriefs

Mgmt. Referrals
Debriefs
Onsite Resilience Training

Training

Org. ownership

Didactic/visual

Forward thinking

Solution focused based on 
assessment data

Survivor and empowerment 
language

Hopeful and optimistic through 
accountability

Trainer

What will be the impact of 
seeing the same professional?

◦ Friendly face

◦ Local knowledge

◦ Connections

Bring EAP Team

Specialist

Training Logistics

RDA
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Location

Proximity to incident/damage

Attendance

All invited for unity purposes

Post Interventions

Resiliency group has greater focus on psychoeducation

Emphasize access to EAP in the traditional manner. 

Training Logistics

RDA

Leadership introduction and 
acknowledgements (20 min.)

◦ Losses

◦ Profiles in courage

◦ Who/how rose to the occasion

◦ Dig into the pool

EAP 

◦ Seeing the movement, through 
the forest

◦ Integrating the incident

◦ Meaningful engagement

◦ Post-incident handouts

Leadership closure

Training Delivery

RDA

ROUTINE STABILIZE RESILIENCE/THRIVE ROUTINE
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